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Everyone knows that Prophet — former Navy SEAL, former CIA
spook, full-time pain in the ass — works alone. But his boss at
Extreme Escapes, Ltd. has just assigned Proph a new partner and
a case haunted by ghosts from Proph's past. Suddenly, he has to
confront both head-on. Tom Boudreaux — failed FBI agent, failed
sheriff, full-time believer in bad luck — is wondering why the
head of a private contracting firm has hunted him down to offer
him a job. Still, he's determined to succeed this time, despite
being partnered with Prophet, EE's most successful, lethal, and
annoying operative, on a case that resurrects his own painful
past. Together, Prophet and Tom must find a way to take down
killers in the dangerous world of underground cage matches while
fighting their own dangerous attraction. When they find
themselves caught in the crossfire, these two loners must trust
each other and work together to escape their ghosts...or pay the
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price.
This carefully crafted ebook: "BLEAK HOUSE (Historical Thriller
Based on True Events)” is formatted for your eReader with a
functional and detailed table of contents. At the centre of
Bleak House is the long-running legal case, Jarndyce and
Jarndyce, inspired by a real-life Chancery case, which came
about because someone wrote several conflicting wills, which
than led to numerous family feuds, schemes and murder. Charles
Dickens (1812-1870) was an English writer and social critic. He
created some of the world's best-known fictional characters and
is regarded as the greatest novelist of the Victorian era.
The brilliant, explosive new book from the master of the modern
espionage thriller and Sunday Times bestseller James Swallow.
___________________ Gutted by the ruthless power brokers known
as the Combine, the Rubicon Group is a shadow of its former
self, its founder Ekko Solomon missing presumed dead and the
members of its private security and intelligence team in hiding,
framed for a terrorist atrocity they did not commit. For ex-MI6
officer Marc Dane, his friend and colleague Lucy Keyes, and the
survivors of Rubicon's Special Conditions Division, the future
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is bleak. With no support and no backup, they are living on the
edge, and the walls are closing in - so with nothing left to
lose, the team will risk everything in a last ditch gambit to
strike back at the Combine and bring them down...once and for
all. Rising from the ashes of Rubicon's destruction, Marc and
the team undertake a high-stakes undercover mission to stop a
catastrophic plan to crash the global financial network, with
only their cunning and their skills to carry them through. If
they succeed, they might just get their lives back. If they
fail, it will be the end of everything they've been fighting
for... The epic final book in the Marc Dane series, OUTLAW is
Swallow's most explosive thriller to date - perfect for fans of
Gregg Hurwitz, Ant Middleton and Terry Hayes.
___________________ PRAISE FOR JAMES SWALLOW'S ESPIONAGE
THRILLERS: 'Unputdownable' - WILBUR SMITH 'Britain's answer to
Jason Bourne' - DAILY MAIL 'Explosive' - IRISH EXAMINER
Stunningly dark, hugely intelligent and thoroughly addictive,
Ghostman announces the arrival of an exciting and highly
distinctive novelist. When a casino robbery in Atlantic City
goes horribly awry, the man who orchestrated it is obliged to
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call in a favor from someone who’s occasionally called Jack.
While it’s doubtful that anyone knows his actual name or
anything at all about his true identity, or even if he’s still
alive, he’s in his mid-thirties and lives completely off the
grid, a criminal’s criminal who does entirely as he pleases and
is almost impossible to get in touch with. But within hours a
private jet is flying this exceptionally experienced fixer and
cleaner-upper from Seattle to New Jersey and right into a
spectacular mess: one heister dead in the parking lot, another
winged but on the run, the shooter a complete mystery, the $1.2
million in freshly printed bills god knows where and the FBI
already waiting for Jack at the airport, to be joined shortly by
other extremely interested and elusive parties. He has only
forty-eight hours until the twice-stolen cash literally
explodes, taking with it the wider, byzantine ambitions behind
the theft. To contend with all this will require every gram of
his skill, ingenuity and self-protective instincts, especially
when offense and defense soon become meaningless terms. And as
he maneuvers these exceedingly slippery slopes, he relives the
botched bank robbery in Kuala Lumpur five years earlier that has
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now landed him this unwanted new assignment. From its riveting
opening pages, Ghostman effortlessly pulls the reader into
Jack’s refined and peculiar world—and the sophisticated
shadowboxing grows ever more intense as he moves, hour by hour,
toward a constantly reimprovised solution. With a quicksilver
plot, gripping prose and masterly expertise, Roger Hobbs has
given us a novel that will immediately place him in the company
of our most esteemed crime writers. Exclusively for the eBook:
Autobiography of a Ghostman.
A Novel
Her Dark Lies
The environmental thriller longlisted for the BSFA Best Novel
Award
The Ghost Junkies
Animal Ghosts | The Pink Classics
Ghost Target

Wade and Jason are back. They're settling into their new
relationship, from friends to lovers, and trying to navigate
the paranormal business they now find themselves in. And
Jimbo has joined the team too. It seems Sacramento has a
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wealth of restless spirits needing a nudge to move on their
way. Taking a job in Old Sacramento, they soon realize
there's a more than average haunting at The Hitching Post
restaurant. Built over the old tunnels and hidden under many
of the businesses, they find a world of spirits that have
been forgotten. Until now. Jason is excited to take on one
of their first big jobs as an official paranormal research
group. Running Scared Paranormal is open for business, but
this case is different than anything they've encountered
before. He reaches out for help from someone connected to
the spirit realm who has first-hand knowledge on what it'll
take to ensure their safety and complete the job, but will
it be enough?Wade is thrust into a world he's tried to stay
on the edges of. He's been to haunted houses with Jason in
the past, but he doesn't consider himself an expert. His
newfound abilities will be tested in ways he never imagined,
and only he knows how much he can handle, both physically
and mentally. After being injured, he once again faces the
fact that the spirits he's always feared have the ability to
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hurt them. In this situation, the person who can help the
most, may not be a person at all.
“The Hiding Place is terrific in every way.”—Lee Child From
the acclaimed author of The Chalk Man comes an unputdownable
psychological thriller about a man who returns home to
settle old scores—and uncovers a secret darker than he could
have imagined. Joe never wanted to come back to Arnhill.
After the way things ended with his old gang—the betrayal,
the suicide—and what happened when his sister went missing,
the last thing he wanted to do was return to his hometown.
But Joe doesn’t have a choice, not after a chilling email
surfaces in his inbox: I know what happened to your sister.
It’s happening again . . . Lying his way into a teaching job
at his former high school is the easy part. Facing off with
onetime friends who aren’t too happy to have him back in
town—while avoiding the enemies he’s made in the years
since—is tougher. But the hardest part of all will be
returning to the abandoned mine where his life changed
forever, and finally confronting the horrifying truth about
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Arnhill, his sister, and himself. Because for Joe, the worst
moment of his life wasn’t the day his sister went missing.
It was the day she came back.
A Texas map marked with three red dots like drops of blood.
A serial killer who claims to have dementia. A mysterious
young woman who wants answers. What could go wrong? FINALIST
FOR THE ITW THRILLER AWARD • “Fast and furious . . . You’ll
never see what’s coming.”—The Washington Post Years ago, her
sister Rachel vanished. Now she is almost certain the man
who took Rachel sits in the passenger seat beside her. He
claims to have dementia and no memory of murdering girls
across Texas in a string of places where he shot eerie
pictures. To find the truth, she proposes a dangerous idea:
a ten-day road trip with a possible serial killer to examine
cold cases linked to his haunting photographs. Is he a liar
or a broken old man? Is he a pathological con artist—or is
she? You won’t see the final, terrifying twist spinning your
way until the very last mile. Praise for Paper Ghosts “Paper
Ghosts is a riveting summer read that shows Texas in a
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powerfully intimate light.” —The Austin Chronicle “[An]
artful and elegiac psychological thriller . . .
riveting.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) “[Paper
Ghosts] elevates the often tawdry genre of the serial killer
novel to a work of art.”—Sunday Express (UK) “Texas has yet
again bred a major American noir writer.”—D Magazine
“[Heaberlin has] developed a distinctive literary voice, one
that is on full display in Paper Ghosts.”—Houston Chronicle
“Entertainingly unnerving.”—The Dallas Morning News “Strong
characterisation, haunting images, a wonderful sense of
place, and some dark comedy make this travelogue-cumpsychological thriller well worth the read.”—The Guardian
The explosive new thriller series written by Nicholas
Irving, the New York Times bestselling author of The Reaper
and star of Fox's American Grit. "Wow! Irving & Tata make an
incredible team. Reaper: Ghost Target is pedal-to-the-metal
action packed with great twists and turns. Think 'Jason
Bourne meets Bob Lee Swagger' then buckle up and get ready
for one hell of a read!" —Brad Thor, #1 New York Times
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bestselling author of Use of Force “A compelling and
intriguing tale, layered with suspense, told by two people
who know what they’re talking about. This one goes on your
keeper shelf.” —Steve Berry, New York Times bestselling
author of The 14th Colony American hero, or unhinged
vigilante? In Reaper: Ghost Target, Vick "The Reaper"
Harwood is an esteemed sniper with a record kill count—33
kills in 90 days—when he is knocked out under mortar attack
in Afghanistan. He wakes up back in the United States with
little memory of what happened, his spotter and gun both
unrecovered from the battlefield. Harwood has resigned
himself to slowly picking up the pieces of his life,
training Special Forces snipers in Fort Bragg, North
Carolina, and starting a promising relationship with an
Olympic medalist named Jackie. But when a series of
assassinations start occurring in the area, Harwood can't
explain why he just happens to be nearby for each killing—or
how a sniper rifle that matches the description of the one
he lost seems to be involved. His memory of the past few
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days is hazy and full of blackouts, and even he has to
wonder, is he being framed? Or is he the killer? As Harwood
runs from the authorities, his girlfriend falls off the
radar, his missing spotter resurfaces, and the assassinated
men are outed as drug and sex traffickers. Nothing is adding
up. Harwood realizes he has to unravel this mystery, and
fast, or find himself paying the ultimate price for crimes
he may not have committed.
The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror
A Sniper Elite Novel
Shadow
The Hiding Place
Paradise Crime Thrillers Books 1-9
Catch a Ghost
Sophie just wants to even the score for those who need justice. Binge on this
award-winning series of NINE books bundled into a limited-time box set for
maximum reading pleasure! You canʼt read just one! WIRED IN: The tale of
Sophieʼs development of a cutting-edge rogue computer program, DAVID, and
her discovery of a cyber vigilante whom she may, or may not, be able to bring to
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justice. WIRED ROGUE: An untouchable cult deep in the jungle has a leader
who might be a stone-cold wife killer, and his children slave labor. Only Sophie
can get them out and find their missing mothers̶and along the way, solve the
puzzle of The Ghost. WIRED HARD: A buried royal Hawaiian island in Lahaina
on Maui attracts mysterious burglary attempts, and gets deadly fast once
Sophieʼs on the case. As she solves a twisted murder with ties to the
archaeological dig, she must also tangle with a nightmare from her past. WIRED
DARK: Tech security specialist Sophie Ang returns to Maui, working alongside
dynamic partner Jake Dunn to solve a series of bizarre and escalating threats
against a rocker with a beach mansion. But soon, catching a crazed stalker
becomes the least of Sophieʼs problems. A deadly enemy is hell-bent to take her
down, along with anyone she cares about. WIRED DAWN: Sophie Ang goes “off
the grid” into the remote valley of Kalalau on Kauài, where she stumbles across
the disappearance of a young boy. As she races against time to save him,
uncovering ugly secrets hidden in the heart of the jungle, the events she tried to
flee on Oahu gather momentum. Special Agent Marcella Scott wades in to deal
with what a cyber vigilante left behind, trying to clear her friend from a murder
charge. WIRED JUSTICE: Sophie Angʼs lovable dog Ginger has a nose for
murder and leads her tech sleuth mistress through perilous lava fields on the Big
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Island to a terrible discovery. Sophie is plunged into a new investigation with
dynamic partner, Jake Dunn, searching for a missing young woman who is just
one of many. Sparks fly between the two as they dig into layers of deception and
darkness, rousing the attention of true evil. WIRED SECRET: Palm trees,
volcanoes, and black sand beaches are the backdrop for murder when security
specialist Sophie and her dog Ginger are swept up in a multi-layered case on the
Big Island, working with a US Marshal to protect an important witness. WIRED
FEAR: Tech sleuth Sophie, her lovable dog Ginger, and her partner, Jake Dunn,
tackle a case involving Hawaiiʼs famous hula festival even as the return of a
deadly relative threatens to tear apart the fragile life Sophieʼs trying to build.
WIRED COURAGE: Sophieʼs darkest fears come to pass as whatʼs most
precious to her is snatched away. She must dig deep and travel far to defeat an
enemy close to home.
Is this The End of Sadie Myers? Ever since tragedy struck her family one year
ago, Sadie's life has become a dark brew of unearthly visions and vivid dreams in
which a mysterious shadow man follows her every move. Are all these bizarre
happenings real or figments of this fifteen-year-old's troubled mind? When she's
pulled into a world so different from her own, everything she thinks she knows is
turned upside down. Will she find the truth behind these unsettling episodes?
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Can Sadie walk through the shadows, the fear of unknown evil, and get to the
other side alive? "An otherworldly setting, grounded by irresistible melodrama
and an unshakeable protagonist worth rooting for." -Kirkus Reviews About the
Authors Andrea and Leslie are two sisters collaborating on writing through
obstacles and illness. It is an entirely new way to know each other while working
on their mission of Peace and Empowerment. Andrea earned a culinary degree
and worked as a chef and general manager for many years. She now focuses on
her passion for writing. She writes short stories and continues to work on
additional collaborative writing projects. Leslie earned degrees in Literature and
Education. She taught elementary school as well as writing and technology to
teachers. A successful grant writer, she later evaluated incoming grants for the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. More recently she worked on her certification in
Life Coaching. She's drafted four novels and various short stories.
Following the phenomenal success of Michael Ondaatjeʼs Booker Prize-winning
third novel, The English Patient, expectations were almost insurmountable. The
internationally acclaimed #1 bestseller had made Ondaatje the first Canadian
novelist ever to win the Booker. Four years later, in 1996, a motion picture based
on the book brought the story to a vast new audience. The film, starring Ralph
Fiennes and Juliette Binoche, went on to win numerous prizes, among them nine
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Academy Awards, including Best Picture. Worldwide English-language sales of
the book topped two million copies. But in April 2000, Anilʼs Ghost was widely
hailed as Ondaatjeʼs most powerful and engrossing novel to date. Winning a
Governor Generalʼs Literary Award for Fiction, the Kiriyama Pacific Rim Book
Prize and the Giller Prize, Anilʼs Ghost became an international bestseller.
“Nowhere has Ondaatje written more beautifully,” said The New York Times Book
Review. The setting is Sri Lanka. Steeped in centuries of cultural achievement
and tradition, the country has been ravaged in the late twentieth century by
bloody civil war. As in The English Patient, Ondaatjeʼs latest novel follows a
womanʼs attempt to piece together the lost life of a victim of war. Anil Tissera,
born in Sri Lanka but educated in England and the U.S., is sent by an
international human rights group to participate in an investigation into suspected
mass political murders in her homeland. Working with an archaeologist, she
discovers a skeleton whose identity takes Anil on a fascinating journey that
involves a riveting mystery. What follows, in a novel rich with character, emotion,
and incident, is a story about love and loss, about family, identity and the
unknown enemy. And it is a quest to unlock the hidden past ‒ like a handful of
soil analyzed by an archaeologist, the story becomes more diffuse the farther we
reach into history. A universal tale of the casualties of war, unfolding as a
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detective story, the book gradually gives way to a more intricate exploration of its
characters, a symphony of loss and loneliness haunted by a cast of solitary
strangers and ghosts. The atrocities of a seemingly futile, muddled war are
juxtaposed against the ancient, complex and ultimately redemptive culture and
landscape of Sri Lanka. Anilʼs Ghost is Michael Ondaatje's first novel to be set in
the country of his birth. “Thereʼs a tendency with us in England and North
America to say itʼs a book ʻabout Sri Lanka.ʼ But itʼs just my take on a few
characters, a personal tunnelling into that … The bookʼs not just about Sri Lanka;
itʼs a story thatʼs very familiar in other parts of the world” ‒ in Africa, in
Yugoslavia, in South America, in Ireland. “I didnʼt want it to be a political tract. I
wanted it to be a human study of people in the midst of fear.”
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • One of USA Today's Best
Books of 2020 “A haunted house story̶with a twist….[Sager] does not hold
back”(Rolling Stone) in this chilling thriller from the author of Final Girls and
Survive the Night. Every house has a story to tell and a secret to share. Twentyfive years ago, Maggie Holt and her parents moved into Baneberry Hall, a
rambling Victorian estate in the Vermont woods. Three weeks later they fled in
the dead of night, an ordeal her father recounted in a memoir called House of
Horrors. His story of supernatural happenings and malevolent spirits became a
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worldwide phenomenon, rivaling The Amityville Horror in popularity̶and
skepticism. Maggie was too young to remember any of the horrific events that
supposedly took place, and as an adult she doesnʼt believe a word of her fatherʼs
claims. Ghosts, after all, donʼt exist. When she inherits Baneberry Hall after his
death and returns to renovate the place and sell it, her homecoming is anything
but warm. The locals arenʼt thrilled that their small town has been made
infamous, and human characters with starring roles in House of Horrors are
waiting in the shadows. Even more unnerving is Baneberry Hall itself̶a place
where unsettling whispers of the past lurk around every corner. And as Maggie
starts to experience strange occurrences ripped from the pages of her fatherʼs
book, the truth she uncovers about the houseʼs dark history will challenge
everything she believes.
Requiem
Ghostman
A True Inspirational Survivor Story of Child Abuse, Bullying, a Radical UltraFundamentalist Religion, Ghosts, and Supernatural Events
I Remember You
Ghost Walk
The explosive Sunday Times bestselling thriller from the author of NOMAD
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The incredible, pulse-pounding international thriller from the Sunday Times bestselling master of the
modern espionage novel, James Swallow. ____________________ A vicious Serbian gang whose
profits come from fake nuclear weapons. A disgraced Russian general, with access to the real thing. A
vengeful Somali warlord, with a cause for which he'd let the world burn. A jaded government agency,
without the information to stop him. Only one man sees what's coming: Marc Dane. And even he might
not be able to prevent it... Racing breathlessly from uncharted CIA prisons to the skyscrapers of Dubai,
from storm-beaten oil rigs off the African coast to the ancient caverns beneath the city of Naples, Marc
Dane returns in this pulse-pounding action thriller from the internationally bestselling author of
NOMAD. ____________________ WHAT THE WORLD IS SAYING ABOUT JAMES SWALLOW'S
THRILLERS: 'Frighteningly credible' - BEN AARONOVITCH 'Unputdownable' - WILBUR SMITH
'Fast-moving' - DAILY MAIL 'Enjoyable' - DAILY EXPRESS 'Exciting' - THE SUN 'Ultra fast-paced' CHOICE 'Globe-trotting' - GUARDIAN 'Explosive' - IRISH EXAMINER 'Distinctly Bondian' MORNING STAR 'Read it now' - SYDNEY MORNING HERALD
New York Times bestselling author James Swallow's The Marc Dane series continues with Shadow A
ruthless far-right terrorist has broken out of captivity. A mysterious bio-scientist with a terrible secret is
abducted. A lethal virus threatens millions of lives across Europe and the Middle East. Ex-MI6 officer
Marc Dane and his partner, Lucy Keyes, are bound together in a desperate search for the sinister
organization plotting the release of a deadly virus on the world. In their frantic race against time, Dane
and Keyes will be tested more than ever before as they seem to find themselves one step behind at every
turn. It will take everything they have to expose the evil forces lurking in the shadows and put a stop to
this unstoppable pathogen ... and even everything might not be enough. What price would you pay to
stop a global catastrophe? At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights
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Management Software (DRM) applied.
WINNER OF THE 2015 BRAM STOKER AWARD FOR SUPERIOR ACHIEVEMENT IN A NOVEL
A chilling thriller that brilliantly blends psychological suspense and supernatural horror, reminiscent of
Stephen King's The Shining, Shirley Jackson's The Haunting of Hill House, and William Peter Blatty's
The Exorcist. The lives of the Barretts, a normal suburban New England family, are torn apart when
fourteen-year-old Marjorie begins to display signs of acute schizophrenia. To her parents’ despair, the
doctors are unable to stop Marjorie’s descent into madness. As their stable home devolves into a house
of horrors, they reluctantly turn to a local Catholic priest for help. Father Wanderly suggests an
exorcism; he believes the vulnerable teenager is the victim of demonic possession. He also contacts a
production company that is eager to document the Barretts’ plight. With John, Marjorie’s father, out of
work for more than a year and the medical bills looming, the family agrees to be filmed, and soon find
themselves the unwitting stars of The Possession, a hit reality television show. When events in the
Barrett household explode in tragedy, the show and the shocking incidents it captures become the stuff
of urban legend. Fifteen years later, a bestselling writer interviews Marjorie’s younger sister, Merry. As
she recalls those long ago events that took place when she was just eight years old, long-buried secrets
and painful memories that clash with what was broadcast on television begin to surface—and a mindbending tale of psychological horror is unleashed, raising vexing questions about memory and reality,
science and religion, and the very nature of evil.
Rediscover the Bone Island trilogy, a thrilling series of haunted suspense by New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. A slasher movie turns real when two young actors are brutally
murdered on a remote island film set. Their severed heads and arms are posed in macabre homage to a
nineteenth-century pirate massacre. Two years later, survivor Vanessa Loren is drawn back to South
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Bimini by a documentary being made about the storied region. Filmmaker Sean O’Hara aches to see
how the unsolved crime haunts her…and Sean knows more than a little about ghosts. Lured by visions of
a spectral figurehead, Vanessa discovers authentic pirate treasures that only deepen the mystery. Are the
murders the work of modern-day marauders, the Bermuda Triangle or a deadly paranormal echo of the
island’s violent history? As Vanessa and Sean grow closer, the killer prepares to resume the
slaughter…unless the dead can intervene. Originally published in 2010
Ghost Trail
Nomad
Ghost Sniper
The Sun Down Motel
Home Before Dark

Rediscover the Bone Island trilogy, a thrilling suspense series from New York Times
bestselling author Heather Graham. There are those who walk among us who are no
longer alive, but not yet crossed over. They seek retribution…vengeance…to warn. Among
the living, few intuit their presence. Katie O’Hara is one who can. As she’s drawn deeper
and deeper into a gruesome years-old murder, whispered warnings from a spectral friend
become more and more insistent. But Katie must uncover the truth: could David Beckett
really be guilty of his fiancée’s murder? Worse—the body count’s rising on the Island of
Bones, and the dead seem to be reenacting some macabre tableaux from history. The
danger is increasing by the moment—especially as Katie finds herself irresistibly drawn to
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David, who may be responsible for more than just one killing… Originally published in
2010
A journalist uncovers the dark secrets of an abandoned boarding school in this chilling
suspense novel from the New York Times bestselling author of The Sun Down Motel.
Vermont, 1950. There's a place for the girls whom no one wants—the troublemakers, the
illegitimate, the ones too smart for their own good. It's called Idlewild Hall, and local
legend says the boarding school is haunted. Four roommates bond over their whispered
fears, their friendship blossoming—until one of them mysteriously disappears.... Vermont,
2014. Twenty years ago, journalist Fiona Sheridan's elder sister’s body was found in the
overgrown fields near the ruins of Idlewild Hall. And although her sister’s boyfriend was
tried and convicted of the murder, Fiona can’t stop revisiting the events, unable to shake
the feeling that something was never right about the case. When Fiona discovers that
Idlewild Hall is being restored by an anonymous benefactor, she decides to write a story
about it. But a shocking discovery during renovations links the loss of her sister to secrets
that were meant to stay hidden in the past—and a voice that won’t be silenced....
Paradise can’t contain a woman out for justice. Sophie Ang has escaped a dark past to
right wrongs as a crime fighter, and she won’t let anything stand in her way. Grab this
second box set in an award-winning series, and dive into paradise with Sophie Ang as
she navigates thrillers with “more twists than a bag of eels!” WIRED DARK: Tech security
specialist Sophie Ang returns to Maui, working alongside dynamic partner Jake Dunn to
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solve a series of bizarre and escalating threats against a rocker with a beach mansion.
But soon, catching a crazed stalker becomes the least of Sophie’s problems. A deadly
enemy is hell-bent to take her down, along with anyone she cares about. WIRED DAWN:
Sophie Ang goes “off the grid” into the remote valley of Kalalau on Kaua`i, where she
stumbles across the disappearance of a young boy. As she races against time to save
him, uncovering ugly secrets hidden in the heart of the jungle, the events she tried to flee
on Oahu gather momentum. Special Agent Marcella Scott wades in to deal with what a
cyber vigilante left behind, trying to clear her friend from a murder charge. WIRED
JUSTICE: Sophie Ang’s lovable dog Ginger has a nose for murder and leads her tech
sleuth mistress through perilous lava fields on the Big Island to a terrible discovery.
Sophie is plunged into a new investigation with dynamic partner, Jake Dunn, searching for
a missing young woman who is just one of many. Sparks fly between the two as they dig
into layers of deception and darkness, rousing the attention of true evil. “Toby Neal’s
prose is often effortless and elegant...persistently riveting.” Kirkus Reviews
In an intimate portrayal of high-concept big ideas, can we engineer ourselves out of a
problem of our own making? Set against the backdrop of rapidly escalating climate
catastrophe, scientists Kate Larkin and Jay Gunesekera are recruited by tech billionaire
and mogul Davis Hucken to the forests of Tasmania, Australia. His Foundation's mission
is not only to halt the effects of climate change, but to re-engineer and reverse the
damage through the ambitious process of reviving species lost to the earth over time,
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including a clandestine ambition to resurrect the Neanderthals. When Eve, the first child,
is born and grows up in a world crumbling around her, questions arise that she and Kate
must face. Is she human or not, real or unnatural, and is she the ghost species or are we?
As more and more of us are waking up to the truth about our climate, and our need to
reverse the damage we have caused, Ghost Species is timely, poignant and reflective on
what it means to be human on a personal and a global scale.
Paradise Crime Thrillers Books 4-6
Ghost War (a Christopher Wren Action Thriller)
Ghost Trapped
Reaper: Ghost Target
The Art of Ghost in the Shell
Exile
Also published under the title ‘The Distributors’, ‘The Ghost Society’ by E. Phillips Oppenheim
follows the story of secret society ‘The Ghosts’. Bored with London society, Lord Evelyn
Madrecourt, along with seven like-minded individuals have founded this secret association.
Seeking stimulation, the group decide to play fast and loose with the fortunes of others, making
them enemies of many. There is romance as well as mystery along the way, in this enjoyable
short story from the Victorian author. E. Phillips Oppenheim (1866-1946) was a hugely prolific
and highly popular British author of novels and short stories. Born in Tottenham, London,
Oppenheim left school as a teenager and worked for his leather-merchant father for 20 years
prior to launching his literary career. Oppenheim published five novels under the pseudonym
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‘Anthony Partridge’ before establishing his reputation as a writer under his own name. An
internationally successful author, Oppenheim’s stories revolved mainly around glamourous
characters, luxurious settings, and themes of espionage, suspense, and crime. He is widely
regarded as one of the earliest pioneers of the thriller and spy-fiction genre as it is recognised
today. Oppenheim’s incredible literary success meant that his own life soon began to mirror
that of his opulent characters. He held lavish, Gatsby-style parties at his French Villa and was
rumoured to have had frequent love affairs aboard his luxury yacht. Oppenheim’s success
earned him the cover of Time magazine in 1927. Some of his most well-known novels include
‘The Great Impersonation’, ‘The Long Arm of Mannister’ and ‘The Moving Finger’.
A top-secret band of elite warriors are forced to take a side in the Mexican drug wars in this
“gripping, fast-paced adventure” (Dan Hampton, New York Times bestselling author of Viper
Pilot) of the Sniper Elite series from the co-author of the #1 New York Times bestseller
American Sniper. Bob Pope, the director of an American secret intelligence antiterrorism
program, has lost contact with his most trusted operative, Navy Master Chief Gil Shannon,
fearing him dead when a mission to take out a Swiss banker channeling funds to Muslim
extremists goes awry. Now an American politician and her team have been assassinated in
Mexico City by the Ghost Sniper—an American ex-military gunman-for-hire employed by
Mexico’s most ruthless drug cartel—and Pope must turn instead to retired Navy SEAL Daniel
Crosswhite and brand-new Sniper Elite hero, ex–Green Beret Chance Vaught, in order to track
down the Ghost Sniper and expose the corrupt officials behind this murderous international
plot!
A terrible threat from the depths of the dark net. A devastating betrayal at the heart of a covert
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strike force. A deadly pursuit across a digital battlefield. A ruthless terrorist fuelled by revenge.
As devastating attacks unfold across the globe, Marc Dane must call on all his skills and
ingenuity to track down the mysterious figure behind it all - a faceless criminal known only as
"Madrigal". Before they plunge the world into war.
The year's finest tales of terror Here is the latest edition of the world's premier annual
showcase of horror and dark fantasy fiction. It features some of the very best short stories and
novellas by today's masters of the macabre - including Peter Atkins, Cliver Barker, Glen
Hirschberg, Joe Hill and Caitlin R. Kiernan. The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror also
features the most comprehensive yearly overview of horror around the world, lists of useful
contact addresses and a fascinating necrology. It is the one book that is required reading for
every fan of macabre fiction.
A Ghost Story
A Young Adult Paranormal Thriller
Ghost Night
Outlaw
Anil's Ghost
Ghost Species

GhostMarc Dane series
Discover the incredible art behind Ghost in the Shell, the much-anticipated sci-fi thriller
starring Scarlett Johansson. Witness the incredible artwork behind the creation of Ghost in
the Shell, the live-action feature film based on the Japanese manga classic and starring
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Scarlett Johansson. Also starring Pilou Asbæk (Game of Thrones), Michael Pitt (Boardwalk
Empire), Juliette Binoche (The English Patient), and Takeshi Kitano (Battle Royale), this
riveting science-fiction thriller is helmed by director Rupert Sanders (Snow White and the
Huntsman). The Art of Ghost in the Shell is a deluxe book that chronicles the epic creative
journey that brought Ghost in the Shell to the big screen.
Nothing and no one can stop assassin Nathan Stone. When black-ops asset Nathan Stone
took out the heads of the Commission, a secret deep-state organization, he thought he'd
destroyed them for good. Now he's gone off the grid, trying to get as far away from his past as
possible. But the Commission isn't done with him yet. Lying low in a Miami bar, Stone knows
something's up when an alluring actress strikes up a conversation with him. His suspicions
are correct. The Commission is hot on his trail, and Stone is soon forced to run deep into the
heart of the Everglades with the terrified woman as his hostage. He's the Commission's
number one target--and this time nothing will stop them from eliminating him. But Nathan
Stone is no ordinary target. The crew of mercenary assassins on his heels have no idea what's
in store for them on the River of Grass. Because the hunt is on, and they picked the wrong
prey.
From Marseille to Islamabad at breakneck pace, it’s kill or be killed... Ryan Drake – once a
decorated field operative – is wanted for treason. On the run from the corrupt CIA Deputy
Director Marcus Cain, he has settled in a remote French safehouse. His uneasy peace is soon
shattered by a startling force. Meanwhile, with the war in Afghanistan faltering, the
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ambitious Cain claims to have a plan to destroy al-Qaeda’s top commanders. And nobody will
stand in his way. Backed into a corner, and suspecting Cain’s motives, Drake turns to the
deadly but unpredictable Anya – once Cain’s protégé, now his most bitter enemy. With the
fate of the War on Terror potentially hanging in the balance, Drake and a hastily assembled
team travel to Pakistan to intercept Cain. As loyalties are tested and scores are settled, only
one side will survive... An action-packed tale of desperation and betrayal, Ghost Target is
ideal for fans of Tom Clancy and Vince Flynn
Paper Ghosts
The Broken Girls
The Mammoth Book of Best New Horror [17]
Ghost Shadow
Rescued By Ghosts
The Ghosts of Society

Downtown Chicago is on fire. LA is a war zone. Only one man can extinguish the
flames. Beaten down by brutal interrogations in a secret 'deep state' black site,
ex-DELTA operator Christopher Wren is last to hear about the riots raging across
America. There are no clear leaders. There is just one demand - Release
Christopher Wren - and Wren alone knows what it means. Someone's trying to
spark a war in his name. Stoked by a year of division and fear, America races
toward mass insurrection. Only Wren can calm the blaze, but the 'Deep State' will
never give him that chance - not when they believe his cult masterminded it all...
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The Christopher Wren thrillers are "as urgent and gripping as it gets" (bestselling
thriller author Oliver Harris), packed with rollercoaster twists that will leave you
hungry for just one more page. Perfect for fans of Lee Child's Jack Reacher, I Am
Pilgrim by Terry Hayes, Orphan X by Gregg Hurwitz, Mark Dawson's John Milton
and Vince Flynn's Mitch Rapp. What readers are saying about the Christopher
Wren series: ★★★★★ "Grist grabs you by the neck and won't let you go!" ★★★★★
"Like a dark Jack Reacher on steroids."★★★★★ "CHRISTOPHER WREN is my new
JASON BOURNE!"★★★★★ "I'm a big Jack Reacher fan, and I read Saint Justice in a
few days. It is a ripper of a tale!"★★★★★ "Adrenaline junkies take note. Mike
Grist has what you need!"★★★★★ "Kept me captivated from beginning to end.
Right up there with Bourne and Ryan!" Buy today and get started on an incredible
book series with an unforgettable hero. Book 1: Saint JusticeBook 2:
MonstersBook 3: ReparationBook 4: Ghost War
International superstar Yrsa Sigurdardottir has captivated the attention of
readers around the world with her mystery series featuring attorney Thora
Gudmundsdottir. Now, Yrsa will stun readers once again with this out-of-thisworld ghost story that will leave you shivering. In an isolated village in the
Icelandic Westfjords, three friends set to work renovating a rundown house. But
soon, they realize they are not as alone as they thought. Something wants them
to leave, and it's making its presence felt. Meanwhile, in a town across the fjord,
a young doctor investigating the suicide of an elderly woman discovers that she
was obsessed with his vanished son. When the two stories collide, the terrifying
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truth is uncovered. In the vein of John Ajvide Lindqvist, this horrifying thriller,
partly based on a true story, is the scariest novel yet from Yrsa Sigurdardottir,
who has taken the international crime fiction world by storm. The film rights have
been sold to Sigurjon Sighvatsson, a Hollywood-based Icelandic film producer who
has produced such films as Brothers and Arlington Road.
Why was the ghost pointing ... ... at a chair in the church? I was born and raised
in a radical, abusive, fear-controlling, ultra-fundamentalist religious family. This
is my true inspirational story of how I survived abuse and neglect as a child and
then escaped the church by seeking truth and freedom against all odds. Most
people never escape religions with cultish control because the brainwashing is
virtually impossible to break... ... So how did these ghosts rescue me from this
control? This church had many cult elements and produced Jim Bakker, Jimmy
Swaggart, plus Jonestown, Guyana cult leader & mass murderer Jim Jones and
controlled thousands of people with fear. Written in story form to inspire you,
make you laugh, cry, and think. Why was the tiny child required to warn bullies
three times? You will love this true story because everyone loves to see the hero
win! Get it now.
A pulse-pounding, globe-trotting thriller of betrayal and survival in a world where
those in power may be the biggest threat to us all - from the Sunday Times
bestselling author of Nomad.
A Sniper Novel
Vigilante Justice Thriller Series
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A Novel of Suspense
Jade Green
BLEAK HOUSE (Historical Thriller Based on True Events)
The incredible new thriller from the master of modern espionage

Nikki DuMonde's newest employee is standing at the end of her
bed at four o'clock in the morning begging for help. It's a
joke, right? Besides, as manager of a successful New Orleans
haunted-tour company, Nikki doesn't scare easily. But in the
light of day, harsh reality sets in as a police officer informs
her that Andy was brutally murdered—at the exact time Nikki
swears the distraught woman was in her room. No one believes her
except Brent Blackhawk, a paranormal investigator desperately
trying to forget his tragic past. Half Irish, half Lakota—and
able to communicate with the dead—Brent is used to living in two
worlds. But when he realizes the ghost of a slain government
agent is also trying to reach out to Nikki, he knows that she,
too, must listen to the dead…if she wants to keep living.
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Something hasn’t been right
at the roadside Sun Down Motel for a very long time, and Carly
Kirk is about to find out why in this chilling new novel from
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the New York Times bestselling and award-winning author of The
Broken Girls. Upstate New York, 1982. Viv Delaney wants to move
to New York City, and to help pay for it she takes a job as the
night clerk at the Sun Down Motel in Fell, New York. But
something isnʼt right at the motel, something haunting and
scary. Upstate New York, 2017. Carly Kirk has never been able to
let go of the story of her aunt Viv, who mysteriously
disappeared from the Sun Down before she was born. She decides
to move to Fell and visit the motel, where she quickly learns
that nothing has changed since 1982. And she soon finds herself
ensnared in the same mysteries that claimed her aunt.
New York Times bestselling author James Swallow begins his
espionage thriller series with Nomad featuring British desk
jockey intelligence operative turned active agent. Marc Dane is
a MI6 field agent at home behind a computer screen, one step
away from the action. But when a brutal attack on his team
leaves Dane the only survivor—and with the shocking knowledge
that there are traitors inside MI6—he's forced into the front
line. Matters spiral out of control when the evidence points
toward Dane as the perpetrator of the attack. Accused of
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betraying his country, he must race against time to clear his
name. With nowhere to turn to for help and no one left to trust,
Marc is forced to rely on the elusive Rubicon group and their
operative Lucy Keyes. Ex US Army, Lucy also knows what it's like
to be an outsider, and she's got the skills that Dane needs. A
terrorist attack is coming, one bigger and more deadly than has
ever been seen before. With the eyes of the security
establishment elsewhere, only Keyes and Dane can stop the attack
before it's too late. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Animal Ghosts is a collection of ghost stories in which the
antagonists are various animals. Divided up into chapters of
ghost sightings by each group of animals, you will hear of
hauntings by dogs, cats, birds, jungle animals, etc. Elliott
O'Donnell (27 February 1872 – 8 May 1965) was an author known
primarily for his books about ghosts. He claimed to have seen a
ghost, described as an elemental figure covered with spots, when
he was five years old. He also claimed to have been strangled by
a mysterious phantom in Dublin (however, no permanent effect
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would seem to have been suffered). His first book, written in
his spare time, was a psychic thriller titled For Satan's Sake
(1904). From this point onward, he became a writer. He wrote
several popular novels, including an occult fantasy, The Sorcery
Club (1912) but specialized in what were claimed as true stories
of ghosts and hauntings. These were immensely popular, but his
flamboyant style and amazing stories suggest that he embroidered
fact with a romantic flair for fiction. O'Donnell wrote material
for numerous magazines, including Hutchinson Story Magazine, The
Novel Magazine, The Idler, Weekly Tale-Teller, Hutchinson's
Mystery-Story Magazine, Pearson's Magazine, Lilliput and Weird
Tales. As he became known as an authority on the supernatural,
he was called upon as a ghost hunter. He also lectured and
broadcast (radio and television) on the paranormal in Britain
and the United States. In addition to his more than 50 books, he
wrote scores of articles and stories for national newspapers and
magazines. He claimed "I have investigated, sometimes alone, and
sometimes with other people and the press, many cases of reputed
hauntings. I believe in ghosts but am not a spiritualist."
A Head Full of Ghosts
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Ghost of a Shadow
Rogue
Book One of the Sadie Myers Chronicles
Ghost
Legal Thriller (Including "The Life of Charles Dickens” &
Criticism)
While living with her uncle in a house haunted by the ghost of a young woman, recently orphaned Judith
Sparrow wonders if her one small transgression has caused mysterious happenings.
Advanced stealth technology meets mind control as Special Forces assassins are programmed to
kill--unseen--anywhere in the world. One mission at a Chinese cyberwar facility threatens to spark
WWIII. Will the top ghost, Hal Sheridan, awaken in time to avert world war and end the corrupt black
op? Find out in Ghost Trail, a Sci-Fi Spy Thriller in the tradition Jason Bourne, Tom Clancy, and Jack
Reacher novels. Author Brian Tyree weaves his background as a screenwriter and copywriter for science
fiction video game shooters like Halo and Call of Duty with his experience writing for defense
contractors Raytheon and Sikorsky Helicopters. The result: Ghost Trail - an action-packed, technothriller
that spans the globe, delving deep into modern warfare and psyop realms.
If you only read one thriller this year... “A great modern gothic. Ellison outdid herself— what an ending!”
—Catherine Coulter, #1 NYT bestselling author of VORTEX. Fast-paced and brilliantly unpredictable,
J.T. Ellison’s breathtaking new novel invites you to a wedding none will forget—and some won’t survive.
Jutting from sparkling turquoise waters off the Italian coast, Isle Isola is an idyllic setting for a wedding.
In the majestic cliff-top villa owned by the wealthy Compton family, up-and-coming artist Claire Hunter
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will marry handsome, charming Jack Compton, surrounded by close family, intimate friends…and a host
of dark secrets. From the moment Claire sets foot on the island, something seems amiss. Skeletal remains
have just been found. There are other, newer disturbances, too. Menacing texts. A ruined wedding dress.
And one troubling shadow hanging over Claire’s otherwise blissful relationship—the strange mystery
surrounding Jack’s first wife. Then a raging storm descends, the power goes out—and the real terror
begins… You won't be able to guess what happens in the end!
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